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APPENDIX AAPPENDIX A*

VALIDATION MANAGEMENT OF VDL SARPSVALIDATION MANAGEMENT OF VDL SARPS

1. IINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION

To have confidence in a product it is necessary to validate it carefully, both for whether it works, and
“how well” it works (e.g. reliability, ruggedness, performance, ease of use, etc).  The very high
frequency (VHF) digital link (VDL) Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) is also a
product which needs to give confidence ! in fact the need is greater than most other products due to
the high civil aviation quality requirements for “essential” functions such as air traffic control (ATC)
communications.  There is therefore a need to manage the validation activity to ensure this confidence
is obtained.

1.1 Validation and the product life cycleValidation and the product life cycle

All products typically go through a series of evolutionary steps usually iterative, before being
pronounced fit for release.  The VDL SARPs are evolving and as they stabilize it is necessary to
formalize these steps so that all participants can have confidence that:

a) they are working on the same revision of the document;

b) their validation work is comparable to other work undertaken by other participants;

c) retests of changes can be isolated and evaluated against earlier tests; and

d) no areas of the SARPs are missed, and a minimum of redundant (duplicate) effort is
expended.

These objectives can be accomplished by simple quality and configuration control measures as shown
in Figure 1.  The principles illustrated in this figure can be applied to VDL SARPs validation.  This
paper proposes a strategy to accomplish this, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

1.2 “Confidence vs proof” of the product “Confidence vs proof” of the product !! VDL SARPs VDL SARPs

Each participating organization in the validation process can achieve high quality results  “proving”
the correctness of a section (or an aspect) of the VDL SARPs, but without configuration control and
review it will be difficult to have confidence in the over-all correctness of the final SARPs.

There is therefore a need to co-ordinate individual activities, and to collate and review the results.
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2. MMETHODSETHODS

In order to successfully validate the VDL SARPs we need to consider both the method of Examination
and the method of Managing the validation.

Any ONE method does not test ALL aspects of the SARPs ! a combination of methods is required.

An earlier paper (Ref. 1) listed methods of validation used for validation of the AMSS SARPs.  As
the paper noted these appear to be effective ! and they are directly applicable to VDL SARPs
validation.  (Ref. 2 presents details of the AMSS SARPs validation approach).  We view the adoption
of a similar strategy as a necessity.
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2.1 Methods of validation (from Ref. 1)Methods of validation (from Ref. 1)

 Specific methods may be grouped into one or more of the following categories:

Proof-reading of text ! Suitable for preliminary consistency checks.

Study/Analysis ! Static:  functional analysis can check internal consistency and
completeness.

! Dynamic modelling: checks the sequential functionality and data
exchange aspect.

! Simulation: software/hardware to implement the protocols in a “stand-
alone” test.

Interpretation ! Try turning the VDL SARPs into “system” requirements ! tests
“over-all” consistency and sufficiency of information.

Prototyping ! Try building equipment to implement VDL SARPs; this tests the
real-world practicality of the SARPs.

! Test/Trial use of equipment offered by manufacturers.  Does an
implementation perofre as desired.

Emulation ! Implementation system in laboratory conditions! operational or
prototype equipment in non-flying conditions to test system aspects of
function and performance.

Flight trials ! Representative operational equipment used in operational trials to obtain
e.g. error rates, MTBF data, and to check inter-operability of various
equipment, plus operational useability.

Manufacturers' data ! Manufacturers' data was found very useful in the AMSS SARPs
validation process by showing that equipment had been built and tested
which met the SARPs physical layer requirements.  Where possible, this
approach will be adopted for VDL.

Such a wide range of validation methods need co-ordination (management) to ensure complete
coverage of all aspects of the VDL SARPs and to ensure confidence in the results.
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2.2 Method of validation managementMethod of validation management

The essential requirements of the validation management proposals in this paper are:

! co-ordination;

! traceability; and

! review.

These requirements are discussed further in later sections of this paper.

The key to implementing these requirements is a Verification Cross Reference Index (VCRI).  This is
a table which cross-references all the paragraph numbers within the VDL SARPs against each
specific validation test and its results.  This table will allow the coverage and sufficiency of the
validation tests to be mapped against each paragraph.  Thus it enables traceability checks to be
carried out and forms essential input to each review.  It can also be used to show gross progress.  A
possible format for a VDL SARPs VCRI is shown in Annex A.

Regular review meetings would be held with delegates from each participating organization to agree
to the apportionment of work and monitor progress (including test results, quality targets, and change
co-ordination).
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Each participant would thus be responsible for validating a group (or groups) of paragraphs; a group
of paragraphs may be validated by more than one technique (and therefore more than one participant)
as the reviewers agree to be necessary.

Over-all approval and full reviews would be the responsibility of Working Group C (WG/C).
However WG/C meets relatively infrequently and co-ordination on a more frequent schedule will be
necessary as progress on validation becomes the critical activity.  Therefore intermediate meetings of
a validation sub-group will be needed.

3. CCOO--ORDINATIONORDINATION

In order to achieve confidence in the results of validation, central co-ordination is essential.  The
activities of this role are:

1. To hold a “master” version of each issue of the VDL SARPs and distribute copies of this
each time it is updated to all participants in the validation.  Each issue should be clearly
marked and held in a configuration control data base for ease of control and access to older
versions.

2. To compile a verification cross reference index (VCRI) for each draft issue of the VDL
SARPs.

3. To receive and hold the results of each validation.

4. To organize review meetings, and prepare the agenda based on received results or change
requests.

5. To distribute information to participating organization as needed.

The central loop shown in Figure 2 illustrates the role of co-ordination for collation and as a central
repository of information to which all participants have access and contribute, to carry out the above
activities.

It may be possible to share the detailed work of these activities by using, for example, E-Mail to
collate and distribute information.

It is important to emphasize that co-ordination is not intended to be a heavy administrative activity.
Essentially the purpose is to ensure that every participant can join in validation meetings with a
common understanding of the VDL SARPs and have access to a common data base of validation
evidence.

3.1 The co-ordinatorThe co-ordinator

The co-ordinating organization/individuals should have a sound knowledge of the VDL SARPs and of
validation management plus configuration control ! perhaps to ISO 9000 requirements.
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Co-ordination is vital not only for VDL SARPs validation but also for the VDL as a subnetwork of the
ATN.  In view of the importance of this task and in accordance with the EUROCONTROL Planning
Working Group recommendation made when the EASIE Programme was extended to include satellite
and VHF data links, EUROCONTROL can provide effort for this co-ordination.

3.2 Contribution and co-operationContribution and co-operation

The success of the validation scheme relies on the contribution and co-operation of the participants.
It will be necessary to:

1. agree on standards and procedures for co-ordination;

2. achieve consistent quality control of work so that results from each type of validation can be
assigned a confidence level and compared to others;

3. agree on assignments for testing all paragraphs so that all aspects are tested thoroughly; and

4. agree on a schedule for feeding results to the co-ordinator.

4. TTRACEABILITYRACEABILITY

An important aspect of obtaining confidence in the validation process is “traceability”.  There are two
aspects to this:  traceability of the SARPs contents from one issue to the next; and traceability of test
to content.

4.1 Content traceabilityContent traceability

In order to avoid repeating every test each time a change is made to the VDL SARPs, it is important
to trace the changes and relate them to specific tests and groups of tests so that only those aspects
affected by the change(s) are retested.

To this end the VCRI data base will track each revision of the VDL SARPs, and related change
requests, plus cross references between each paragraph and each test.  Change control is discussed
further in paragraph 6.

4.2 Test traceabilityTest traceability

It is necessary to show:

1. how individual tests are related to specific paragraphs in the SARPs;

2. what aspects are tested;

3. what aspects are NOT tested (e.g. it may not be possible under dynamic modelling to
validate message formats because a message is represented by an indivisible discrete token);
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4. what level of thoroughness has been undertaken (e.g. load conditions, available frequencies
or limited simulation of operational procedures);

5. the reproducibility of the results, (how many times a test was run and how often results
agreed);

6. the precision, accuracy, of the results, as appropriate; and

7. the statistical validity of the results obtained, as appropriate.

This information would be assembled by each participant for his/her tests and relayed to the
co-ordinator in a “Validation Report”.  A proposed layout for such a document is given in Annex A.

5. RREVIEWEVIEW

Three levels of evidence are proposed:

a) VCRI summary This is basically a series of “ticks in boxes” showing validation coverage of
each paragraph in the VDL SARPs.  The VCRI may be used by the sub-
group review meetings for their own control and to report progress to the
Working Group C.

b) Validation report(s) These will form an important source of information for the sub-
group reviews.  Each report is a precise but succinct summary of
a validation effort.  The validation reports form the means of
communicating information to the co-ordinator (and other
participants).

c) Test results These are kept by the originating organization (i.e. the one that
performed the particular tests).  The individual test results are
used by the individual validation teams to control their work, and
form a body of reference material for later work.

These three levels of evidence plus the review minutes and change control forms form the backbone of
the quality control approach advised here.

5.1 Review meetingReview meeting

Each sub-group review will be based on the validation report.  There may be more than one report
(from different teams) representing aspects of a section (or sections) of the VDL SARPs under
consideration.  These documents should allow knowledgeable discussion of the results and of any
changes proposed (see Annex A.2 for details).
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5.2 The validation review is a meeting of experts, who collectivelycollectively agree which recommendations may be
passed on to WG-C concerning the validation status of each paragraph of the SARPs or which amendments
to the SARPs may be needed for technical reasons.

5.3 Justification for “passing” VDL SARPs:Justification for “passing” VDL SARPs:

A recommendation to the working group to “pass” the VDL SARPs should be justified by:

1. Traceability ! each test mapped to a paragraph in the VDL SARPs;

2. Test results ! the interpretation of each test result justified by the evidence in
the Validation Report, and backed up by the detailed test results
held by the individual organizations; and

3. Quality control ! all evidence in writing with due care paid to “issue dates” and
revisions, and the results of review recorded.

6. CCHANGE CONTROL PROCEDUREHANGE CONTROL PROCEDURE

Figure 2 assumes a change control procedure for validation of the draft SARPs.

It is proposed that:

1. Informal changes may be made by a participating organization for the purposes of its internal
validation effort.  These need only be formally communicated to the co-ordinator when a
participating organization feels it can define the problem or requires its results to be
reviewed.  It will in the meantime maintain its own quality control (inner-most loop shown in
Figure 2).

2. Formal changes are proposed as change requests/problem reports via the co-ordinator.  This
will be immediately distributed for consideration by the sub-group review meetings.

3. Changes to the VDL SARPs will be co-ordinated by the review meetings to ensure
participants working on related parts of the VDL SARPs are testing the same revision of
requirements.

4. Agreed changes will require co-ordinated retesting of the affected parts of the VDL SARPs.

5. Changes to the VDL SARPs are recommended to the working group as agreed at sub-group
review meetings after appropriate re-validation has been carried out and agreed.
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7. IIMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSALSMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSALS

7.1 Quality controlQuality control

ICAO does not have any quality control guidelines for SARPs validation.  Participants in the VDL
SARPs validation will need to agree to a level of quality control, perhaps as proposed in this
document.

7.2 Equipment requiredEquipment required

We propose using standard PCs with “off-the-shelf” software to perform the administrative task.  In
general 386/486 PCs with VGA display would be required with sufficient hard-disk space and
memory to store a small data base; plus facilities for networking and E-Mail. 

7.3 Automation of SARPs version controlAutomation of SARPs version control

A version control package is needed for holding the various document issues and test results (if in
“soft” format).  Such a package should also be network compatible.

7.4 Automation of requirements traceability managementAutomation of requirements traceability management

The VCRI, change control information and validation progress can be held on a data base which will
allow customized “user programmes” to be written to tailor form (report) production and data input.

8. CCONCLUSIONONCLUSION

To achieve consistent results with confidence in the finished product requires management of the
VDL SARPs validation effort and application of simple quality control methods for:

a) co-ordination;

b) traceability; and

c) review.

Such methods have been proposed in this paper.  EUROCONTROL encouraged Working Group C
to adopt them.
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Annex A Annex A !! Proposed formats for validation management information Proposed formats for validation management information

The formats on the following pages define possible contents for the VCRI and the validation report
proposed in this paper.

The VCRI (Table A.1) would be implemented on a data base for ease of maintenance, and the final
form of the paper records would be influenced by the choice and set-up of the data base as well as
any further recommendation by the working group.

The validation report (Annex A.1 to Annex A) is essentially a word-processor-generated document
preferably delivered on a computer diskette.  It could be a simple text file, but layout and
manipulation would be much easier if a globally available word processor such as Wordperfect was
used by all participants.
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Annex A.1 to Annex A Annex A.1 to Annex A !! Validation report Validation report

The following table shows the proposed validation report contents.  The report is intended to convey a
summary of an individual organization's findings to the review meeting for comparison with other work, and
evaluation of the sufficiency of the current VDL SARPs definition.  It should allow the meeting to understand
which parts have been validated satisfactorily and which have been found to be deficient.

It also serves to give confidence in the results obtained by:

a) showing how the validation work was undertaken;

b) showing where further detailed can be obtained; and

c) showing that the results are repeatable.
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1. By category is meant the various broad validation categories shown in the VCRI table i.e. analysis,
simulation, prototyping, flight trials, etc.

2. The objectives should be defined in terms of what the particular validation methods used is trying to
demonstrate e.g. maximum capacity per channel, failure mode effectiveness, etc.

3. It may be that certain deficiencies or performance aspects were only achieved under special
circumstances.  These may be significant to the overall effectiveness of the VDL SARPs.

4. Evidence for the repeatability of results obtained is an important part of this paragraph, giving
confidence in any numerical results obtained.

5. This information will be added to the co-ordination data base.

Table A/A1/1'

SECTION TITLE CONTENTS

i References
At least reference VDL SARPs specific issue, and to detailed
validation report.

ii Abbreviations As used in report

iii Glossary For terms used in report.

1 Introduction
This section briefly defines:  who performed the validation,
which category of validation1, which method was used, and the
objectives2.

2 Test Equipment

A brief summary of hardware and software used, e.g. reference
to proprietary analysis tool, or description of special-to-purpose
test facilities.  A reference can be given to detailed descriptions
documented elsewhere.

3 Validation Methods

A brief summary of the validation method(s) used to test those
aspects defined in section 1.  Particular configurations of
equipment that are significant to the results should be
mentioned.3

4 Test Stimulation

A brief summary of how the tests were driven, e.g. input for
analysis directly from VDL SARPs documents, software test
files, simulation token definitions, etc.  The description should
allow the reader to understand any limitations, e.g. which
combinations of events have not been explicitly validated.

5 Results Summary
An overview of the results achieved with reference to detailed
documentation of results.  This should not swamp the reader
with figures but summarize without interpretation4.

6
Interpretation and

Justification

This paragraph should show how the results are interpreted and
justify the conclusion(s) reached.  Any changes proposed to the
SARPs should be referenced here (quote Change Request
reference, and title).

Annex A VCRI
VDL SARPs paragraph numbers cross-referenced to individual
“test” identity, e.g. test run number, test case, showing how
each individual test covers specific parts of the SARPs5.

Table notes are overleaf

Notes for Table 1

! END !


